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modern family

3,218 SF
2 LEVELS
$1,070,000 PROJECT COST

Pure Design Environments
PANORAMIC HOUSE, BLOOMINGTON, MINNESOTA

Clockwise from above: Dyed animal hides bring a
splash of color to twin beds. The open-plan kitchen
is the heart of the home, with sight lines to both
the ground-floor living spaces and the property’s
verdant greenery; the kitchen island countertop is
one continuous 11-foot slab of quartz. Leopardprint carpet, jaunty yellow furnishings, and a
supersized abstract canvas add flair.

A family of four, needing room to grow, wanted out of their cramped traditional home and in to
a spacious contemporary abode with an on-trend open plan. Pure Design Environments was
enlisted to design the family’s new residence from the ground up, a scope encompassing both
architecture and interiors.
To produce the sense of space that the client envisioned, Pure Design’s Jaque Bethke conceived
a free-flowing kitchen and living area, with refined finishes and zero visual clutter. “By opening up
the plan we were able to create a panoramic view to the areas around the entertaining kitchen,
making it the true hub of the house,” she explains. The center of the design is the island, with
more than enough room for everyone to gather around. “We used an 11-foot-long slab of quartz
for the island countertop,” she continues. “Since it weighed 1,400 pounds, installation was an
incredible feat that took 11 guys, two trips, and a cherry picker!”
The nearby bar—a must for any entertaining kitchen—is concealed behind pocket doors that
allow it to be on display during parties or closed for a sleek, unobtrusive look when not in use.
In the adjoining living area and throughout the house colorful, textured furnishings and finishes
(purple velvet armchairs, cobalt walls, wide-plank hardwood flooring) and large abstract canvases
add a funky loft vibe. The defining touches? A gold-painted tree-stump table and stool set that
wouldn’t look out of place in a fancy hotel, and a chichi leopard-print carpet. Even suburban
family homes deserve a little razzle-dazzle.
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Clockwise from opposite: The light-filled doubleheight living room. The master bathroom takes in
bucolic views from the second story. The fireplace
and television screen are built into an industrial-look
riveted metal surround flanked by picture windows.
The curved shape of the master bedroom is enhanced
by details on the ceiling soffit.
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